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Yabancı Dil Öğrencilerinin Tutum ve Güdülerinde Cinsiyet Farkı
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Abslracl
This sludy aims to exaıııine Ihe influence of gender of Turkish sludents on (heir attiludes and motivation 

tovvards foreign language leaming. İl invesligatcs Ihe follocving faclors: atliludes tovvards ıhe British and 
Americans; motivalional inlensily; inlerest in foreign languages in general; atliludes towards leaming 
English; instrumental and integrative orienlalion; English class anxiety; faınily encouragemenl; Ihe English 
leachcr and course. An adaplcd version of Gardner’s (1985) Atlilude Molivalion lndex (AMİ) was used. 
Çuanlilalive resulLs indicate thal female sludents havc higher molivalion than Ihe male ones in ıhe following 
factors: attiludes lowards (he British, motivalional inlensily, attiludes tovvards leaming English and 
languages in general, integrative atlilude and atliludes tovvards ıhe English teacher. With Ihe resi of Ihe 
faclors no difference of gender has been found.
Key ıvords: Gender difference, motivation, atliludes.

Öı
Bu çalışma, Tiirk öğrencilerinin cinsiyet farklarının, onların yabancı dil öğrenimine yönelik tulum ve 

güdüleri üzerindeki etkilerini incelemektedir. Çalışma özellikle şu etkenleri içermektedir: Öğrencilerin 
Amerikalı ve Ingilizlere yönelik tulumları, güdü yoğunlukları, genel olarak tüm yabancı dillere olan ilgileri, 
İngilizce öğrenmeye karşı tutumları, araçlı ve bütünleyici oryantasyon, İngilizce sınıfı endişesi, aileden 
gelen teşvik, İngilizce öğretmeni ve İngilizce dersine olan tutum. Araştırmada Gardner’ın (1985) 
geliştirdiği Tulum Güdü Ölçeği uyarlanarak kullanılmıştır. Araştırmanın sonuçlan, erkek öğrencilerle 
karşılaştırıldığında ve aşağıda belirtilen etmenler göz önüne alındığında, kızlann güdülerinin daha yüksek 
olduğunu göstermiştir: Ingilizlere yönelik tulumlar, güdü yoğunluğu, İngilizce ve diğer dilleri öğrenmeye 
yönelik tutumlar, bütünleyici güdü ve İngilizce öğretmenine yönelik tutumlar. Diğer etmenlerle cinsiyet 
farkının arasında hiçbir ilişki bulunmamıştır.
Anıılılar sözcükler: Cinsiyet farkı, güdü, tutum.

Introduction

It has generally been assumed that in the field of 
second/foreigıı language learning there are various 
factors, social and/or psychological, that affect language 
learning. The role of the first language, role of 
methodology and instruetion, individual learııer 
differeııces and setting or eııvironmcntal differences 
can be meııtioned as the most oııtstanding ones. Anıong
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the individual learner differences one can inelude 
gender, age, motivation, attitudes, aptitude and anxiety. 
The need for this particular sludy is that in Turkey, 
interest tovvards learning English has been inereasing 
fast in recent years with more and more private and/or 
State English medium high schools and language 
schools opening. Universities are no different: with a 
ne\v law allovving foıındations to opetı private 
universities, English medium universities have been 
spreading fast, too. The preseni study \vill deal with the 
gender differences in attitudes and motivation of the 
English language learners in Turkish high schools. The 
aim of this article, therefore, is to examine the difference
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betweeıı thc attiludes of female and male students in 
ıelation to thc aforementioııed factors, namely tovvards 
ıhe British and Americans, learning foreign languages in 
general and English in particular, their English teacher 
and course. Furthermorc, this study aims to find the 
gender differcııces in terms of their motivational 
inteıısity towards English, their instrumental and 
integrative orientation, English class anxiety and family 
encoııragement.

Williams and Burden (1997, 111) State, “If asked to 
identify the most powerful influences on learning, 
motivation \vould probably be high on most teachers’ 
üst”. Therefore it is not surprising to observe that in the 
last half century there has been an increasing iııterest 
towards the role of affective factors in SLA sııch as 
attiludes and motivation. The most influential research 
on attitudes and motivation \vas initiated by Gardner and 
Lambert (1972) who claim that positive attitudes 
towards the L2 one is learning and its people and culture 
serve as motivation for the leamer which in turn helps 
the leamer to learn the L2 much better than those \vho 
do not have positive attitudes. A distinction is made 
between two kinds of orientations for language learning: 
instrumental and integrative (Gardner, 1985). The 
former presents external factors such as passing an 
exam, getting a good job, or a better salary while the 
latter is a wish to be a part of the culture of the language 
one is learning and when the leamer identifies 
him/herself with the people of that language. Gardner, 
then, presents his Socio-educational Model (1985) 
which is based on a socio-psychological approach and 
\vhich has been supported by an attitude test battery 
called ‘Attitudes and Motivation Test Battery, AMTB. 
This model, however, is challenged by some researchers 
(Dömyei, 1994; Oxford and Shearin, 1994; Crookes and 
Schmidt, 1991). These challenges are answered by 
Gardner and his followers (Gardner, Trembley and 
Masgoret, 1997; Maclntyre and Charos, 1996; Schmidt, 
Boraie and Kassabgy, 1996; Trembley and Gardner, 
1995) who concludc that motives are dynamic; they rise 
and fail över time; motivation may be under iııtemal or 
exterııal control and that we are not ahvays a\vare of our 
motives.

In connection with the affective factors in SLA, the 
variable of gender has been discussed. As Sunderland 
(1998) ııotes, there is usually a distinction made bet\veen

‘sex’ and ‘gender’; the former suggesting a biological 
distinction while the latter a social one. Agreeing with 
the definition of ‘gender’ conccrning the social 
charactcristics, Hunim (1989) uses the word to refer to 
cullurally shaped attributes of ıııales and females. This 
sociaFcultural distinction has ahvays been interesting to 
researchers trying to find gender differences in most 
fields. Socio and psycholinguistic research has 
identified gender differences in SLA as far as attitudes 
lowards learning SLA, test scores, leamer/learning 
strategies, classroom behaviour and attribution of 
success are coııcerncd.

Concerning attitudes toıvards learning an L2, we are 
able to çite a few studies which suggest that females 
have more favourable attiludes to learning an L2 than 
males. Burstall (1975) reports on a study which shosvs 
that lo\v-achieving males tended to drop French as their 
second language more than low-achieving females. 
Furthermore, females shosved more positive attitudes 
tovvards learning French than did the males. Gardner and 
Lambert (1972) got a similar resull from one study. 
Females learning French as L2 in Canada were more 
motivated than males. They also had more positive 
attitudes toıvards speakers of the target language. 
Parallel to those findings, Spolsky (1989) report that 
female leamers of Hebreıv as L2 in Israel displayed 
more favourable attitudes to Hebreıv, Israel and Israelis 
than male leamers. Similarly, a study by Bacon and 
Finnemann (1992) showed that females learning 
Spanish as a foreign language at university level had 
stronger instrumental motivation than did the males. 
Baker (1992) notes a number of studies (Jones, 1982; 
Sharp et al., 1973; Jones, 1950) suggesting that female 
students learning Welsh had more favourable attitudes 
to Welsh than male students did. Clark and Trafford 
(1996) report, among a range of research findings on L2 
learning gender differences, that females have a more 
conscientious approach towards their work than males. 
Similarly, male students give less attention to course 
work and their lessons than females do.

Other studies draw attention to the fact that there is a 
gender difference in the test scores in L2 classrooms. 
Burstall (1975), for instance, reports in her longitudinal 
study \vith 6000 children starting French as L2 at eight 
years of age in English primary schools that females 
scored significantly higher than males on ali tesis
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measuring achievement in French. Similarly, Böyle 
(1987) found in one study of 233 female and 257 male 
Chinese ııniversity students in Hoııg Kong that fenıales 
achieved higher overall means on tesis of L2 English 
proficiency. Böyle, ho\vever, reports in the same study 
that males were superior to fenıales in listening 
vocabulary tests. Arnot, David and Weiner (1996) point 
out that males taking A level exams achieve higher 
performances in relation to their entry than fenıales 
almost in ali subjects, Farhady (1982), on the other 
haııd, has some confiicting results with those of Boyle’s 
and Amot et al.’s. He reports on a study of 800 university 
students in \vhich female students significantly 
outperformed the male ones on a listening conıprehension 
test as a part of an obligatory replacement test. İn addition 
to this study, Eisenstein (1982) reports siıııilar results of 
a study done on another kind of listening task, dialect 
diserimination: he shows that fenıales performed 
significantly better than males. Bacon (1992), hoıvever, 
found no geııder difference in listening tasks.

As for the learner strategies, it is possible to çite a few 
studies \vhich suggest that fenıales deal \vith L2 leamiııg 
differently than males. Oxford (1992), for example, 
suggests that female students use leamiııg strategies 
more often and more than male students do. Gass and 
Varonis (1986) report on a study of conversational 
behaviour of male and female L2 learııers that male 
students prefer interaetion because it will give them a 
clıance to produce more output \vhereas for fenıales it is 
a chance to acquire more input. The researehers 
coııcluded, therefore, that males gave more importance 
to speaking practice \vhereas females to the 
compreheıısible input since meaning in such interaetions 
was much ıııore important to them than to males. A 
study done by Shehadeh (1999, 256) found certain 
similarities with the above fmdings: “...that men take 
advantage of the convcrsation in a way that alloıvs them 
to promote their performance/production ability, 
\vhereas women utilize the conversation to promote 
their conıprehension ability.” Furthermore, Bacon and 
Finnemann (1992) found that before they speak, female 
İcarners rehearse in their heads what they are going to 
say, to convey the meaning properly. Males, on the other 
lıand, do not think too much before they speak. Nyikos 
(1990) shoıved that memorization is a ıııuch more 
preferred strategy for female leamers than male ones.

One study (Bacon, 1992) found that males used 
translation strategies while females preferred 
monitoring their conıprehension skills. However, one 
other study (Pica et al., 1991) suggests that there is no 
geııder difference of L2 learners as far as interaetions are 
concerned.

According to some studies reported by Sıvann (1993) 
and Clark and Trafford (1996), gender differentiation is 
maintained in the behaviour of L2 leamers in the 
language classroonıs, males being more dominating. 
According to Pachler and Field (1997), females tend to 
be less demaııding of time and attention from the teacher 
than males and they are less disruptive and less 
confident aboııt speaking but more concerned about 
giving the right ansıver. Other research finds similar 
characteristics aıııong English language, maths and 
science students stating that male students on the whole 
talked more than fenıales (Sadker, M, and Sadker, D„ 
1985). Especially when interrııption of each other during 
lessons is concerned, males \vere found to have a greater 
tendeney to do so (Brooks, 1982), Similarly, it was 
noted (Eccles, 1983) that teachers expect fewer 
behaviour poblems from females. Many teachers have 
pointed out that at the elementary level they expect 
female students academically to perform better but at the 
secondary level worse than males especially in the 
maths and science elasses. However, there are some 
studies presenting a different picture such as males 
having no domiııance in classrooms (Boersma et al., 
1987).

As for the evaluation of their success, males and 
females seenı to have some difference as far as the 
research telis us. Harris (1998,57) reports that according 
to Clark and Trafford (1996) and Graham and Rees 
(1995),

“... boys attribute their lack of progress to the 
fact that if the work seems irrelevant to them and 
fails to meet their ‘personal agenda’, they feel 
justified to 'muck about'. Giriş on the other hand 
vvere more likely to respond to lack of success by 
a feeling of anxiety and of working harder, often 
by settling down to rote-learning of vocabulary or 
grammar".

On the other hand, it \vas found that females have 
lower self-perceptioııs of ability than males (VVigfield, 
Eccles and Pintrich, 1997). This looks contradictory
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with thc actual situation which shows that females 
oulperfornı males in many subjects (Linn and Hyde, 
1989). This discrepancy between actual achievement 
and self-perceptions of ability nıay be due to males 
being nıore self-congratulatory and females bcing more 
modest. What is more, when subject areas were 
considered, male students were fouııd lo have higher 
self-perceptions in sports and maths, and females in 
Eııglish (Wigfield et al., 1991; Phillips and Zimmerman, 
1990; Marsh, 1989; Eccles, 1983; Jones, 1950). This 
low self-rating of females starts as early as the 
elementary age children (Frey and Ruble, 1987; 
Entıvisle and Baker, 1983).

Although gender difference on none of the issues 
aforementioned (attitudes to\vards SLA, test scores, 
learner/learning strategies, classroom behaviour or 
attribution of success) has been reported in Turkey so 
far, it was pointed out in one study that motivation 
to\vards learning Eııglish and other foreign languages 
has both instrumental and integrative orientations, 
instrumental orientation being higher than the 
integrative one (Kiziltepe, 2000). Families highly 
encourage their children toıvards learning a language in 
general but English in particular. But is there a 
difference between female and male students in terms of 
the intensity and kinds of motivation they have, their 
attitudes toıvards the people and culture of the language 
they are learning or the family encouragement they are 
getting to leam English?

Turkey is believed to be socially and geographically a 
unique country because of its religion and nature of the 
political arrangement it is govemed \vith: It is a moslem 
country like most of its eastern and Southern neighbours 
but secular at the same time like the ıvestern ones. Being 
a moslem country, it nıight have been believed that 
females are given less importance by their families ıvith 
regard to education and males more opporlunity. The 
State being secular is assumed to compensate for the 
presumed gender difference \vith its equality laws in 
politics, education and/or social life. With the 
foıındation of the Turkish Republic in 1923, ıvomeıı 
were given the right to vote, go to school, gel educated, 
get dressed in the ıvestern style and to stand side by side 
equally ıvith males almosl in every aspect. The country 
theıı, underıvcnt a great social clıange as iveli as a 
political one.

Geographically, Turkey is in the most confusing 
place, having its lands both in Europe and Asia, 
funetioning as a bridge betıveen the tıvo continents. The 
conflict can be seen in some categorizations: Sometimes 
it is ıvritten under European countries (Automobilclub 
von Deutschland, 1999; Euro-Atlas, 1991-92), 
sometimes Asian (Leıvis, 1982) or as Cem (1999) 
declared Turkish people are both European and Asian. It 
is not surprising to see that it is considered as an eastern 
country by the ıvesterners and a ıvestern by the 
easterners. The reflection of such social, political and 
geographical factors on gender difference ıvas thought 
to be ıvorth examining from the point of vieıv of second 
language learning. Our research question is, therefore, is 
there a gender difference in terms of attitudes of 
students, their motivations toıvards L2/English learning 
or as far as parental encouragement, attitudes toıvards 
the English teacher or course are concerned?

Method

Subjects
Being the biggest metropolitan city of Turkey, 

İstanbul ıvas chosen as the site of the study. 308 students 
in four high schools ıvhose age ranged betıveen 15 and 
18 participated. 4 % of theııı ıvere 15 years old; 44 % 
ıvere 16 years of age; 49 % of them ıvere 17 years old 
and 3 % ıvere 18 years of age. The majority ıvere thus 
16 or 17. Of the 308 students, 44 % ıvere female and 56 
% male. 31 % of them ıvas placed in the intermediate 
level and 69 % in the advanced level of English 
proficiency as measured by their oıvn schools.

Materials
The data ıvere collected using an adapted version of 

Gardner’s (1985) Attitude Motivation Index (AMI) and 
thus used for the fırst time in Turkey, after being tested 
in places like America, Canada and Asia. It consisted of 
11 majör parts plus demographic data ıvhere the school, 
elass, age and sex of the student ıvere elicited. The level 
of their English knoıvledge ıvas sought and the grade 
they got from their English course in the previous temi 
ıvas asked for. It ıvas particularly emphasized to the 
respondents to take their time and teli the truth and that 
they shotıld ask questions about any points they did not 
understand. The eleveıı main parts measured the 
folloıving: Attitudes toıvard the British people, attitudes
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towards thc American people, motivational intensity, 
iııstrumenta] orientatioıı, interest in foreign languages, 
attitudes toward leaming English, integrative orientation, 
English class anxiety, family encouragement; my English 
teacher and my English course.

In order to adapt Gardner’s AMI for this particular 
coıılext, the follovving changes were made (Kızıltepe, 
2000): In the original questionııaire by Gardner, the 
sccoııd language in question is French. Since English is 
being considered here, it was thought that both British 
and American people should be included. In the fifth 
part, in item 2, "... even thouglı Canada is relatively far 
from countries speaking other languages” is omitted 
from the original because Turkey is not far from 
countries speaking other languages. In part 9, item 2 
'...because we live in Canada” is omitted because there 
is only one official language in Turkey: Turkislı. For 
each item in parts 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10 and 11 subjects were 
asked to consider and evaluate their attitude on a 5 poinl 
scale instead of a 7 point scale in the original 
questionnaire because it \vas thought that students 
would not be able to differentiate the slight diffcrence 
betvveen the original scales and it would affect the study 
in a negative way. Thus the scale is as follows: -2: I 
strongly disagree with vvhat is said in this item; - 1 : 1  
slightly disagree with what is said in this item; 0: I anı 
neutral to \vhat is said in this item; 1: I slightly agree

with \vhat is said in this item and 2 :1 strongly agree with 
what is said in this item.

The questionnaires were administered by the 
rescarcher on four consecutive days for 4 different 
schools. After they were filled out by the respondents, 
they were given back in the next few days. They could 
not be administered in class on one single day because 
taking their class time was not permitted by their 
tcachers. They \vere analysed with a t-Test through 
SPSS.

Results and Discussion

The analysis of gender differences in attitudes and 
motivation of EFL students revealed some similarities 
and differences betıveen male and female students as 
reported in Table I. As can be seen, the mean and 
Standard deviation of both females and males were 
found and a t-test with a 2-tail probability (with p<0.05) 
was applied to those results to find out \vhether the 
differences betıveen gender in each item were 
sigııifıcant or not.

No significant difference was found betıveen gender as 
far as attitudes toıvards Americans, instrumental 
motivation, English class anxiety, family encouragement 
and the English course ıvere concemed. In other ıvords, 
male and female students had more or less the same 
attitudes toıvards Americans and their English course, the

Table 1
Gender differences in allilııdes and motivation of EFL students

mean
females males

S.D.
females males

t- value DF

Attitudes toıvards British 3.41 -1.47 8.06 9.99 4.73** 304
Attitudes toıvards Americans 8.22 8.83 9.74 11.86 -0.49 303
Motivational intensity 22.93 21.90 3.37 3.22 2.28* 200
instrumental motivation 2.96 2.75 1.21 1.30 1.22 211
Attitudes toıvards languages in general 14.34 10.87 5.02 5.85 5.58** 302
Attitudes toıvards English 12.95 10.82 4.36 6.44 3.46** 300
integrative motivation 5.48 3.78 2.71 3.44 4.12** 219
English class anxiety -0.42 -1.43 5.74 5.62 1.54 283
Family encouragement 8.59 9.12 6.49 6.35 -0.71 281
Attitudes toıvards English teacher 20.43 14.06 20.58 23.68 2.52* 301
Attitudes toıvards English course 11.93 9.67 21.66 25.70 0.84 303

* p < 0.05

** p<0.01
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same amount of instrumental molivatioıı or family 
encouragement. Botlı of the groııps had no anxiety in Ihe 
English language classroonı. However, Ihe analysis 
revealed significant differences in favour of fcmales 
with the olher factors involvcd, namely altitudcs 
to\vards the British, towards learning languages in 
general and the English language and the English 
teachcr. Moreover, the motivational intensity and 
integrative motivation of females were ıııore than those 
of males.

To be ıııore precise, there was no significant difference 
found bet\veen gender \vhen attitudes toıvards Aıııericaııs 
(t= -0.49, df= 303, p > 0.05) were nıeasııred. 
Interestiııgly, however, there was a significant difference 
betıveen male and fenıale studeııls in their attitudes 
towards the British with females having ıııore positive 
attitudes (t= 4.73, df= 304, p < 0.05). Unfortunately, we 
do not know \vhy there is a difference of attitudes 
betıveen those tıvo Eııglish-speaking countries. There is 
certaiııly and clearly a need for nıore research into the 
nature of this difference.

Although the motivational intensity svas found to be 
nıore in females than males (t= 2.28, df= 200, p <0.05), 
botlı fenıale and male students ıvere found to lıave the 
same amount of instrumental (t= 1.22, df= 211, p >0.05) 
and integrative motivation (t= 4.12, df= 219, p < 0.05). 
This finding that females have no less motivational 
intensity and instrumental motivation than males is quite 
encouraging and relieviııg. It shoıvs that fenıale students 
just like the male ones, have ambitioııs, aiıııs such as 
having a good job, or a better salary, or a betler social 
position for their fulure life.

Significant difference \vas found with the two itenıs, 
attitudes toıvards languages in general (t= 5.58, df= 302, 
p<0.05) and attitudes toıvards English (t= 3.46, df= 300, 
p < .05). Fenıale students had nıore positive attitudes 
toıvards languages both in general and the English 
language in particıılar. This finding is supported in the 
study done by Leiııhardt et al. (1979) where teachers 
werc found to contact academically nıore \vith females 
on reading and with males on ıııaths. Regarding females 
having nıore positive attitudes toıvards learning 
language in general or a second/foreign language they 
are learning in their couııtry (in this particıılar study the 
English language), there appears to be support by other 
research, some already cited above (Bacon and

Finneman, 1992; Baker, 1992; Samimy and Tabusc, 
1992; Spolsky, 1989; Joııes, 1982; Burstall, 1975; Sharp 
et al, 1973; Jones, 1950 ).

So far as English elass anxiety (t= 1.54, df= 283, p > 
0.05), family encouragement (t= -0.71, df= 281, p > 
0.05) and attitudes towards tlıc English course (t= 0.84, 
df= 303, p > 0.05) were concerned, there were no 
differences betıveen male and fenıale students. No 
gender difference in parental or family encouragement is 
supported by a study done by Sung and Padilla (1998). 
They exanıined the motivation held by elementary and 
secoııdary level students toıvard the learning of Chinese, 
Japaııese or Korean in formal classroonı settings in 
public schools in Califorııia, USA. It is encouraging to 
see similar results \vhich show that families in the 
eastern part of Europe see no difference of gender in 
case of encouraging their children toıvards learning a 
foreign language. Hoıvever, this finding ıvith the 
instrumental motivation may be in contrast ıvith the 
study reported by Davie, Butler and Goldstein (1972) 
ıvho noted that females are constantly more oriented by 
their parents toıvards home and donıeslic malters than 
males.

Of particular relevance to this study is the finding that 
female students had nıore positive attitudes toıvards 
their English teachers (t= 2.52, df= 301, p < 0.05). In 
Turkey, interestingly, there are rarely male teachers in 
ıııost fields, especially in the field of English language 
teaching. Fenıale students having more positive attitudes 
toıvards their teachers might suggest that they feel closer 
to them, having the same gender, understaııd their 
feelings better, can communicate ıvith thenı more easily 
than male students can (Kızıltepe, 1982).

Conclusion

The aiııı of this paper ıvas to analyse the relatioııslıip 
betıveen gender and second language learning, namely 
to find out if tlıerc is any difference betıveen the sexes as 
far as English language learning is concerncd. 
Quaııtitativc results indicate that fenıale students have 
higher motivation than male ones regarding attitudes 
toıvards the British, motivational intensity, attitudes 
toıvards learning languages in general and learning 
English, integrative attitude and attitudes toıvards the 
English teacher.
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Being thc first of its kind in Turkey, we feel that this 
piecc of rescarch has succeeded in contributing to the 
study of individual differences in Ihe field of 
foreign/second language learniııg.
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